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playhuts
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Let’s get
imaginative
and curious!
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Playhuts is a fun and surprising exhibition, designed especially for
young children from 2 to 10 years old. They can explore unusual
playhuts and express their creativity by building their own playhuts.
About twenty original huts are on display, offering children a range of
contemplative, active and participatory experiences.
For this unusual exhibition, which offers a new kind of museum experience, the Cité des sciences et de l’industrie was innovative: contributions from artists, craftsmen and illustrators, participatory design
with visitors and the creation of a collaborative creative challenge
are all part of the program!
Playhuts is the first exhibition of the editorial line «Young and curious/
Elementary science for children», a series of exhibitions dedicated to
children from 2 years old.

playhuts
to explore
Children have multi-sensory experiences inside unusual huts. Wacky
or artistic, they contain surprises waiting to be discovered and become
a haven, a hideaway - alone or with others, a shelter that is perfect just
for dreaming.... In these huts, they adapt their posture, discover techniques
or handle materials.

HIGHLIGHTS
Explore the inside of a slightly scary hut
with a flashlight
Discover an invisible hut
Learn to make different knots
Hide alone or with others under
an origami hut

huts to be
invented
One of the pleasures of the hut is its construction. Building, creating,
assembling and ensuring that it holds together with what you can find
nearby.... Children participate and continuously improve the exhibition.
Here we build huts with materials from everyday life: fabrics, pieces
of wood, pool noodles, cushions... Anything is possible! The goal?
Express your creativity, alone and in groups. Everyone assembles
the materials available according to the mood of the moment: small
and large huts, with or without parents.

GOOD TO KNOW
Audience: Children from 2 to 10
Surface area: 500 sq.m
Composition: 18 huts et 1 big challenge
Languages: French, English, Spanish
Possibility of adaptation in other languages
Accessibility: Universal accessibility
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BROWSE OUR CATALOGUE
www.universcience.fr/exhibitionservices/

